ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Researching mechanical and thermodynamic properties of nanostructures represents one of the greatest scientifical challenges in recent years. Thanks to the exceptional possibilities of applying low-dimensional systems in various fields of science, technology, and human life in general, the examination of these materials and structures have become one of the cornerstones of modern science. This particularly applies to the novel twodimensional crystalline structures such as graphene, being the most exciting and amazing material for potential application of today. But it is precisely on the example of graphene that has been shown to which extent ignorance of the basic physical properties of the nanostructures limits the possibilities of their utilization. It is now rightly understood that only with the thorough and serious theoretical and experimental examination of nanostructures, the full appreciation of their possibilities can be achieved. The central aim of this paper is to show how dimensional limitation of *Corresponding author: Jovan P. Šetrajčić E-mail: jovan.setrajcic@df.uns.ac.rs Paper received: 31. 03. 2018. Paper accepted: 29. 04. 2018. Paper is available on the website: www.idk.org.rs/journal phonons in low-dimensional structures (ultrathin films, in particular, but the same theoretical approach can without any reservations be applied to the other size-limited structures) influences its mechanical and thermodynamic properties, which creates the foundation for the idea of phonon engineering (nano-phononics) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In accordance with a theoretically almost limitless range of applications of ultrathin films, graphene, in particular, it is necessary to fully understand the physical principles that make them so special.
Why fonons? It is well-known fact that the phonon subsystem represents one of the most important always present systems in condensed matter that affects acoustic, thermal, as well as conductive and superconductive properties of materials. Phonon interactions with electrons, excitons, and other elementary excitations to a large extent determine and affect the state of the system under consideration. It has been shown that the spatial confinement of phonons, as a result of the quantum size effect, greatly changes the physical properties of the materials. The concept of phonon engineering is based exactly on these changes in order to improve mechanical, electric and thermodynamic properties of materials by changing the size of the sample, by inserting atoms of different kinds or by changing the quality of exterior surfaces. Given the enormous importance D. I. Ilić, J. P. Šetrajčić
Influence of the phonon subsystem onto the mechanical and ... ZASTITA MATERIJALA 59 (2018) broj 3 443 that the heat removal has for the operation and reliability of electronic devices, it becomes clear how valuable is the ability to create the desired physical properties by changing some of these parameters.
PHONONS IN A MACROSCOPIC SIZE CRYSTALS

Phonon dispersion law
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where M is the mass of the atoms that constitute the crystalline lattice, In order to derive the phonon dispersion law in crystalline structures, we start from phonon twotime commutator Green's function [8] :
for which we formulate the equation of motion:
Performing Fourier transform   t , the last equation converts into:
In the next step to determining Green's functions, we have to calculate a commutator that appears in higher-order Green's functions in Eq. 
or, in a simpler manner: 
Slika 1. Zakon disperzije fonona u balku
All these energies are equally probable and their spatial distribution in the crystal is even. This is an understandable consequence of the absence of boundary conditions and imperfections of the structure.
Phonon-induced thermodynamic properties
We will assume that phonon wave vectors are arranged within the sphere of radius 
on the basis of which it follows:
and the Debye frequency is:
where v is the speed of sound in the crystal. Through the Debye frequency, the corresponding Debye temperature D T is also introducing:
where B k is the Boltzmann constant.
The internal energy of the system is calculated by standard definitional form [6] [7] : 
In the case of high temperatures, when D TT  , the previous equation is reduced to the Dulong-Petit law. In the low-temperature region, when (12) becomes:
so that the expression for thermal capacitance in this case takes the form:
which is known as Debye 3 T -law. In order to establish a connection between the thermal capacitance of massive crystal structures with those of ultrathin films, we will divide the previous equation with N to obtain the thermal capacitance calculated by one elementary cell of the crystal:
where 
A BUILDING OF THE PHONON MODEL IN ULTRATHIN FILMS
Ultrathin films [5, [9] [10] [11] are confined crystalline structures in which the boundary conditions differ from those in the interior, i.e. in which translational symmetry is disturbed along the direction perpendicular to the film. The model we have chosen for this analysis is the model of ideal (on boundary planes -nonperturbed) ultrathin film which is infinite in XY planes and has a finite (nano-small) thickness in the z  direction. It means that symmetry disturbance appears on surfaces in  z direction (Fig.2) . some relevant kinetic and thermodynamic characteristics of the film. The method of Green's functions is generally used here because it is selfconsistent, i.e. it solves both the dynamic and thermodynamic aspects of the problem. Different methods are used for solving one or the other problem. For example, dynamic characteristics can be determined by using the wave function, but in order to solve thermodynamics, one has to resort to methods of statistical physics.
The basic crystallographic parameters of the chosen model structure -in the nearest neighbor approximation -are:
where a is the constant of the crystal lattice, 
It is considered that there is an interaction between atoms in boundary layers of the film and external areas (substrate and e.g. air), disregarding that along  z direction there are no atoms belonging to the film; however, boundary atoms are coupled through changed Hooke's forces with the atoms of the external environment [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . In accordance with these conditions, elastic constants which describe the interaction between atoms of boundary surfaces and external environment are modified with appropriate coefficients  and  .
With respect to described model and concerning the fact that layers with   , it is the effect of "free surfaces". In this paper we have opted for the latter case of flexible boundary surfaces, considering that this is closer to the real situation in which the ultrathin film can "breathe". Hamiltonian of the phonon subsystem for described ultrathin crystalline film -written in the nearest neighbor approximations and adapted to the ultrathin film model structure presented in Fig. 2 -is: z 2 n ;n ;n N1 22 z ;n ,n n ;n ,n n ;n 1,n n ;n 1,n n x y , z x y , z x y , z x y , z ,n ,n n1 xy z 22
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Allowed phonon energies will be determined by following the same procedure described for the massive crystalline samples and by applying the partial spatial Fourier-transformation along z  direction, where the translational symmetry has been interrupted. In this way, we get the system of 
where: This procedure gives the phonon dispersion law in an ultrathin, unperturbed crystalline film in the form: 20) or: 
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21) as well as -physically much less interestingupper energy gap. This minimum energy corresponds to the minimum frequency of phonons in an ultrathin crystalline film:
The central outcome of this fact is that the zone of allowed phonon energies in ultrathin films is narrower than that in bulk samples for the value of the sum of these gaps. Gaps are clearly seen in Figure 3 , where the phonon dispersion law (20)   E E F with a parametric function  G for the five-layer perturbed film. Gaps and energy discreteness, as the most important consequences of the presence of spatial boundaries, are observable. It is important to note and to emphasize that the noticeable distinctions between bulk samples and film structures manifest themselves only for extremely thin nanofilm. If the number of levels exceeds ten, energy gaps and spectra discreteness disappear, which is in agreement with the known facts. This is exactly why in this paper we are insisting on the term "ultrathin films". for the case of the described model of the film:
and therefore:
where D k is the phonon wave vector for bulk structures, Eq. (9). A density of phonon states in the ultrathin film is calculating by using the expression:
Temperature dependence of the thermal capacitance for the thin crystalline film and the corresponding bulk structure in the low temperature region is shown in Figure 5 . 
DIFFUSION PROCESS OF PHONONS
Bearing in mind that the nanostructures are mainly the highly anisotropic materials, the thermal processes in them are conveniently described using phonon diffusion tensor. Heat transfer in various nanostructured materials is introduced by means of tensor elements, giving all combinations of phonons diffusion rates [20] . It should be noted that the phonon diffusion tensor is also applicable to isotropic materials, but with the condition that only diagonal elements are different from zero [21] [22] [23] .
The diffusion tensor can be defined by the Kubo formula in the following manner [24] [25] : , and averaging will be done with big canonic ensemble, while the boundary conditions will be considered in the system of equations for crystalline films Green's function [25, [28] [29] [30] and finally:
From this result it can be seen that the diffusion tensor of phonon system is diagonal, that is
, and that the eigenvalues have higher values for the lower frequencies. The latter conclusion is very meaningful because it supports the macroscopic theories of heat conduction which states that diffusion coefficient is temperature independent. This fact and its consequences are very important in the theory of phonon engineering, especially regarding modern nanostructures in terms of achieving high-temperature superconductivity.
CONCLUSION
The main topic and the principal goal of this paper are to show the extent to which dimensional limitation of phonon movement affects the physical properties of nanostructures (ultrathin films, in particular, but the same theoretical approach can be applied to the other nanostructures). This idea forms the basis of the concept of phonon engineering, which is in the centre of scientific and engineering interest in recent years. The study is motivated by efforts to explain many unusual physical (mechanical, thermodynamic and optical) properties of contemporary quasi 2D materials, which have the great potential for applications in many fields of science and technology, as much as for improvement of human life in general.
Spatial limitation of acoustic and optical phonons in nanostructures significantly changes their properties in comparison with the massive materials. Their interactions are affected by the effects of dimensional confinement on the phonon modes in nanostructures, which results in a modification in the electron-phonon scattering rates, changes of the electrical, optical, acoustic and thermodynamic properties of the nanostructured materials, and phonon scattering on defects, boundaries and other phonons. Those modifications can be achieved by changing the lattice constant, i. It is a well-established fact that the phonons at Debye frequencies to the great extent affect the transport properties of materials. Since our results show that the density of phonon states in nanostructures is significantly lower than in the massive structures, the conclusion is that the nanofilm-structure is an inferior electrical and thermal conductor when compared to massive structures, providing there are no chemical and structural differences between them. On the other hand, it is also verified that the worse the conductor material is (under normal conditions), the better superconductor it becomes. Having this in mind, it can be concluded that in the spatially very limited structures the best superconducting properties can be expected, and also that the restriction of spatial dimensions of the structure plays a major role in improving superconducting properties of the material.
Regarding the thermodynamic properties, in the low-temperature region, the thermal capacitance of the film is lower than in massive structures, contrary to the middle-temperature region where it is the opposite. With an increase of film-thickness, the point of intersection of two curves moves towards lower temperatures. In addition, it is notable that the thermal capacitance of the film declines faster with a decrease of temperature than that of corresponding massive structure, and slowly increases with the rise of temperature to a certain upper temperature. Therefore, increasing the temperature of the film requires more thermal energy per mass unit in comparison to the bulk (with the identical crystallographic parameters).
